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A IULY TO ~V\TI'AJ1 

by 

Mark Glick 

'!he folla-.~ing is a fraternal critique, a oonplenentary 
support of canrade Mativo 1 s ideological class strll:Jgle. In 
his article, "Ideology in African Philosophy and Li terature2," 
he rightfully exposes the theoretically deficient and politi
cally reactionary aspects of African Philosophy and literature 
espoused by Kunene, Mbiti, Jahn, etc. However, as is often th 
case, "support" is nore effective when it is "critical support 
canradely criticism which seeks .the adq:>tian of "oorrect" clas 
positions; in this instance, a proletarian class position in 
the danain of theory. '!his article will also take up SOile new 
points related but not equivalent to the subject of Mativo 1 s 
discussion. 

An examination of bolo of Mati vo 1 s basic theses reveals 
a ccntradictory disoourse: 

Thesi s 1: "African philosq::hy as expounded by Prof. Kunene 
oorresponds to a very la-.~ level of social developtent ••• an
tiquated and out of tune with the requi.renents of present day 
reality in Africa itself." (p . 75) '!hat is, tedmological deve 
loptent induces changes in philosopti.cal disoourse. But fur
ther, that these changes constitute a cununulative process. He 
Sa:JS, "through this progress a certain anount of knao/ledge is 
accunulated, so that 1 eadl substantial k:ncMledge gained. . • 
(serveS as) a basiS for further advancenent I o II (p. 74) cnly gi: 

en a CU111l11.llati ve nature of philosophy, i.e. the premise that 
philosophy has a history of its CMn, and seeks to produce a 
body of kna-.~ledge ccnceming naterial reality, can Mativo ask 
the foilCMing question: "lbw do these pti.losq:hical notions 
stand in relation to things as they are •.. ? (p. 73) 

Thesis 2: "'!he philosophical battle is fought an ~ fronts: a 
the one hand, there is struggle between idealism and material
ism, and on the other, there is a war going an between rredlani' 
cal and dialectical naterialism." (p. 77-78) Philosq;:hy is, ac 
cording to thesis 2, essentially a repetition. Philosophy is 
oonstituted by a repetition of the clash between four fundarren 
tal tendencies. '!he forrrs and argurrents vary but reductions 
can still be nade to irmutable tendencies. As Althusser re
marks: "A gane for nothing. " 

HeM can thesis 1 and thesis 2 be sinultaneously main-
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tained? '!bey can not. Philosophy cannot be both CUiti'IIUlative 
and repetitive in the senses ru~pressed by the above theses. 
'!his logical contradiction leads Mati'vo into a lengthy diatribe 
with uany vicissitu:ies and further inoonsistencies. For exam
ple, the inability to ru~press the relation between philosophy 
and technology: "Philosophy whose technological response takes 
. • • " (p. 83) , but two pages later. • • "History does not offer 
a single eJ!allple where technology was a functioo of ideology. 

II 

'!he first resolutionary step is the partial affinnation 
of thesis 2: Philosophy has oo object and oo history. '!hat is, 
philosophy is not a science, and possesses categories distinct 
fran scientific concepts. Philosophical discourse does not 
produce knadedge of a particular object of analysis as is the 
case with a science, and its categories do not reproduce real
ity as a "concrete in thought" as Marx says. Instead, philo
sophical categories are "reflections" on the processes of sci
entific p:roductioo and class practices. '!bus philosophy is 
defined by this double relation: the intinate relation to the 
ooncepts and discourse of science, and as part of an objective 
social level where class struggle is fiercely fought as a re
petition of certain "positions." 

'!he distinction is further clarified by lenin's discus
sioo in Materialism and Empirio-Criticism. He writes, "Matter 
is a philosophical category .•• " (p.l52) ~t can he rrean by 
this? Only that the general philosophical category of matter 
is not equivalent to scientific concepts of mass (matter). '!he 
materialist prilosophical cate<pry of "matter" is a position 
taken conjointly in suwort of scientific production and objec
ti vity of theory. '!hat is, philoso];irical discourse does not 
produce arr.t :knowledge of matter, and it follc::Ms fran this that 
the philosophical category does oot change, it is intransitive 
and i.mrutable. On the cootrary, sciences delimit structures 
and systems of mass to produce specific bodies of :knowledge of 
their respective delimited objects. 'n1ese scientific objects 
are not general categories as in philosophy, but specific and 
precisely defined. The content of science, it theories, change 
with developnent, i.e., there exists a deepening and ru!panding 
of scientific :knowledge. In fact, science actually redefines 
mass as new theories sublate old theories and theory ru!pands 
and deepens. (Note the difference between the Ebhr nodel of 
the atan and its present definition as a "state of a systenl"). 
It is in this sense that science possesses both a history and 
a curmulative nature. It is evident that, given the destinc
tion between philosophy and science, thesis 1 is a description 
of the attributes of a science, not philosophy as Mati vo claims. 

'!be second thesis, consistent with the distinctioo be-
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tween science and philosophy, further clains that by variation 
of the double cx::mbination; .rraterialism vs. idealism, and rre
chanical .rraterialism vs. dialectics, non-proletarian philoso
phical positions can be isolated and identified, and a prole
tarian philosophical position in support of a Marxist science 
can be established. '!his latter claim is one of the proposi
tions of the later Frederick Engels, mcritically adopted ani 
accepted without any theoretical de;mmstration of its oonnec
tions with Marx's thought or its oonsequences in theOretical 
practice. In fact, it can be derronstrated, although the first 
dualism, materialism vs. idealism, nust be accepted and is an 
intregal part of Marxism, that the second opposition, nechani
cal .rraterialism vs. dialectics, is alien to the Marxist prob
lenatic and is instead an mtransforned i.nport fran the radic-: 
ally different Hegelian problematic. If dialectics is taken 
to rrean, not sinply the establishrrent of interconnections (so
cialism: Utopian and Scientific), but the prinacy of the "law 
of contradiction" (Dialectic of Nature, Anti-Duhring). i.e. 
the proposition that opposites c'b not oonflict and oppose but 
nerge to fo:rm syntheses, then dialectics is not a oonceptual 
representative and support of the sciences, inchrling the 
Marxist science: Historical Materialism. Rather, dialectics 
is indeed netaphysics and idealism! ! The argment for this is 
that sufficient transformation did not take place previous to 
the i.nportation of the concept of dialectic frcxn Hegel (i.e. 
Marxism = Hegel on his head) • The law of oontradiction is the 
netlxxblogy which Hegel ackpts for the projects of the "Pheno
nenology of Mind" and "The Encyclopedia of the Philosophical 
Sciences," i.e. the oonstruction of an all inclusive systan, 
the sublating or collapsing of what exists into a non-being 
infinite. Since :oon-oontradiction necessarily stands one cate 
cpry in a mutual exclusive relation to others, the law of non
contradiction ("mderstanding" in Hegelian tenninology) is in
adequate for this project and the Cbwnfall of Ibilosophy pre
vious to Hegel. That is, opposites don't dissolve but re.rrain 
"eternal." With such a nethod the project of oonstructi.on of 
an infinite all inclusive spirit is docrred to failure since 
the existence of opposing categories is unending. Hegel him
self rightfully says that "mderstanding" (non-contradiction) 
is the netlnd proper for the "finite" sciences. Fbr sinply th 
demarcation of an Clbject for analysis pre-supposes its exclu
sivity from other objects, its non-nergence into one isarorphi 
"infinite." The basic taxonomic work that exists in Capital, 
as in all authentically constituted sciences, pres'llH?Oses the 
non-oontradiction and exclusivity of certain classifications. 
Fbr exanple, the capitalist Mode of Production is precisely 
defined (as is daronstrated later) and never "nerges" into any 
other node (only transformations or mutations occur); arrl fur
ther, all of the eooncxnic concepts are structurally detennined 
and distinct: "surplus-value" is not "oonstant capital"; nea
surenents in "physical rnri.ts" are distinct from "value rnri.ts," 
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"time units," etc. 'Ihus, contrary to a "dialectics of nature," 
to turn Hegel on his head is rx:Jt sinply adopting Hegel's ne
thods to a new materialist content. A double turn is required, 
a change of content to ne.terialism, the adoption of scientific 
rrethodology, and the recx:>gniticn that rnet.lx:xi is rx:Jt abstract
able from content', but is intimately connected. 

Even given double dualism of thesis 2 and a nodified 
definition of dialectic as the interconnection of~ 
(as Mativo seem; t:o suggest), hari is the ideological war to be 
carried on against the nost paverful and daninant bourgeois 
ideology: Positivism? For positivism holds to ron-contradic
tion as does Marxism, and further conforms to the dual criteria 
of materialism and interconnection of phenonena. lbrl are all 
the positivist theories of "stages" to be philosqlhically cri
tiqued? For eJ!anple, in W.W lbsta-T's "Stages of Ecxmamic 
Growth" (p. 4) the following can be fourrl: "It is possible to 
identify all societies, in their dimensions, as lying within 
five categories: the traditional society, the preconditions for 
take off, the take off, the drive to maturity, and the age of 
high mass-consmpticn." Further, flmctionalist theory is sim
ilarly established on the basic pranise of social integration 
or interconnection. 'Ihus, the inadequacy of the seCxmd dualism 
of thesis 2 is decisiVely assessed by the fact that both posi
tivism and functionalism are partisan weapons in the canp of 
the ron-proletarian classes. Third -world people's are well a
ware of this fact as concerns lbstow! 

'!he battle positions of the theoretical class struggle 
are constituted en other grounds than the simple dualisms 
which constitute tilesis 2. For exanple, positivism denies the 
scientific value of anything which canrot be directly cbserved. 
Aloong others, this set of und::lservable scientific ccncepts in
cludes "value" and "surplus value," the basic premises upon 
which Marx's theory of Historical Materialism is built. Thus, 
positivism presunes for social science, by the denial of unc:t>
served structures, the homogeneousness of its theoretical 
space, its planar character, the property of a giveness. Like
wise, psychologistic theories, Weherian derivatives, function
alisms, etc. , starting fran the sane arpiricist premises of 
positivism relegate to "hunan subjects" the privileged place 
of social science. '!hat is, the knowledge of social reality is 
constructed from the perceptions, values, nores, etc. of its 
hunan participants. '!he critique and war against these and 
other ideologies which claim scientific status is the ongoing 
task of "Dialectical Materialism" or proletarian philosQiby. 
Conceived and founded as a distinct discipline by Karl Marx, 
the constitution of Historical Materialism, i.e. the constitu
tion of the science of history, led to the definition of both 
a science (Historical Materialism) and the recognition of a 
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philosophy as a class struggle in theory (Dialectical Material
ism) • Dialectical Materialism seeks to support proletarian 
class positions and scientific production-the uncovering of 
scientific structures which render visible (intelligible) the 
gap, the boundary between the condition of the conStitution of 
empirical reality, and the oonditions of the hunan subject's 
perceptions. That is, it theoretically supports the productior: 
of science which hypothesizes unobservable stnx=tures and sys
tans which underlie and determine the nechanisms of the empiri
cal social and physical -world~ and secondly, instead of taking 
human perceptions as givens (positivism and idealism) , it seeks 
out the sources of these perceptions at the level of the struc
tures. (For exanple, it rocplains perceptions of individualism 

. by reference to the isolation and coopeti tion that exists at th 
econanic level in a social fonnation dominated by the capital
ist !obde of Production. 

II 

By analytic method, which does not start 
from man but from the economically given 
period of society. • • (Karl Marx, "Mar
ginal Notes on 1\d:>lph wagner," p. 52. ) 

Since Copernicus, we have k:ncMn that the Earth is not 
the "center" of the universe. Fran Mal:x, we leazn that the 
hunan subject, the econcmic, the political or philosophical 
ego is not the "center" of history--that history has no center 
but possesses a structure which has no necessary "center" ex
cept in ideological misrecognition. Like Frelrl, for whan the 
individual in his/her uniqueness has not the fonn of an ego, 
but is instead decentered and constituted by a psychic struc
ture, Mal:x rejects rocplanation founded on the rrotivation of in
dividual actors, (positivism, Weber), in favor of the disooverJ 
and identification of structures which produce the relations 
for which individuals act in the capacity as "supports" or 
"bearers" of these relations. This is what Mal:x neans when he 
says that "nen" are never to be found outside of relations. 
The true constitutive subjects of social science are therefore 
not these "occupants"; are not, despite all appearances, the 
"obviousness" of the given "ooncrete individuals," or "real mar 
but the definition am distribution of these places and func
tions. The true "subjects" are the definers and distributors: 
The Relations of Production and the po~itical and ideological 
social relations! But since these definers are relations, the) 
cannot be thought within the category of the subject. For in 
Marx's thought, these relations of production are irreducible 
to any anthropological inter-subjectivity, to "human relations . 
Rather, these relations carbine humans and nature and are a 
part of a specific a:mbination of elements which constitute an 
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eoonanic base: A regional structure of a node of production 
which together with political and ideological regions distri
bute agents into classes and generate the relations which they 
"live." 

Historical Materialism, like every authentically con
stituted science, confronts a theoretical space which has no 
trace of planar character but instead is nulti-level and com
plex. That is, the duality of the real is recx:>gnized: 'lhe real 
with respect to perception, i.e. the space in which the deter
minations of the structures manifest therrsel ves, and the real 
rrovenent which constitutes the real with respect to scientific 
analysis, i.e. the level of the structures. '!his epistenologic
al break has the cnx:ial CXlJlSe:!UellCe that the subjects oo lon
ger rold the privileged place in social science. The enpirical 
level is relegated to a sl.bordinate nanent of the science ela
borated as a whole. 

Thus, the "field" of "social phenamana" no longer has 
the :torogeneousness of an infinite plane, and is oo longer sus
ceptible to unifonn oorrelation (of "social facts"), c:arparison, 
and measurarent. No anDlmt of scrutiny of "eoonanic facts," 
prices, exchanges, wages, profits, rents, etc., oone of these 
"measurable. facts" will enable the ea;mom:ic regional structure 
to be seen at that level, any nore than the pre-Newtonian phy
sicist oould "see" the law of attraction in falling bodies. 
The non-unifonnity of social pherx:meoon means that its scienti
fic e>q:OSi tion cannot be sinple carprehensi ve d:>servations of 
a transparent systan of neaning. Social phenanena appears to 
perception as a "hieroglyphic" to be "deciphered." 

For MaJ:x, the n SeilSUO\lS perceptions 1 II the "ooncrete 1 II 

the "enpirical society" reflected in thought is a social forma
tion, the "concrete in tOOtqht," i.e. the llDSt detenn:i.ned struc
ture. A social fonnation is defined at the conceptual level as 
the articulation of the matrix of modes of production: tbt ~ 
isting together in a balance (structuralism) , or as a fusion 
{Hegelian totality) , but in a specified order of dominance and 
subordination. The concept of a mode of production on the other 
hand, sinply denotes the Gld:>al Structure constituted by three 
regional structures ('!he Ideological, The Political, and '!he 
E:ooixEri.c) existing in a dual oonnexi.on of dcrninance, with one 
region holding the dominant site {i.e. the region which exhibits 
the nest effects· on the other regions and the holder of this 
site receiving its designation fran the particular reproductive 
requirarents of the eoonanic region. '!his is what is neant by 
detennination in the last instance by the eoonanic. 

My view . . . that the mode of production of 
material life dominates the development of 
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social, political and intellectual 
life generally. • .is very true for 
our own times, in which material inter
ests predominate, but not for the 
middle ages, in which Catholicism, 
nor for Athens and Rome, where Politics, 
reigned supreme. In the first place it 
strikes one as an odd thing for anyone 
to suppose that those well-worn phrases 
about the middle ages and the ancient 
world are unknown. to anyone else. This 
much, however, is clear, that the middle 
ages could not live on Catholicism, nor 
the ancient world on Politics. On the 
contrary, it is the economic conditions. 
of the time that explain why here politics 
and there Catholicism played the chief 
part. (Capital Vol. 1, p. 86n.) 

A social formation, the errpirical fabric, at any one conjtmctw 
in tine is defined as one of a set of finite but many differen
tial detennination of fonns, i.e. one particular variation of 
these elenents {nDdes of production, regions, catbinations of 
elenents in these regions) . Directly analoc;:pus reasoning can 
also be found in the natural sciences. For exanple, in dlemi
cal theory purely conceptual elemants {which designate a con
crete reality): Electron, Neutron, Proton, in cxnbination cx:m
prise the structured reality: The Atom. In turn, atarrs cx:mbinE 
to produce Global Structures: Molecules. 

A social science ronsti tuted on this new epistarologic
al terrain, :inported by Marx fran the natural sciences, has in· 
jurious ronseqrences for any Bourgeois Sociology which delimit: 
as its cbject of analysis "society in general" or any of its 
variants. For the field of analysis rorrectly delimited canooi 
be "society," but instead "this society" or "this region of th: 
node of production." It is in this rontext that the project o: 
Marx's Capital can be tmderstood. His entire cbject of analy
sis is defined as the exposition of the structure of the capi
talist Mode of Production, and thus located in reference to al" 
the other structures. '!he analysis in Capital thus ranains 
purely at the conceptual level: 

In a general analysis of this kind, it is 
usually always assumed that the real rela
tions correspond to their concept, or, what 
is the same, that the real relations are 
represented to the extent that they express 
their general type. (Capital, Vol.III, p. 
141.) 
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nJe focus of Capital is on the economic region, because in ca
pitalism it is both <bninant and deteJ::rninant in the last in
stance. (I:bwever, the political and ideological regions are 
also present in their "pertinent effects" on the ecomrni.c do
main. For this, see the chapters on "Facto:ry legislation. ") 

In Volune I of Capital in the chapter on the "Labour 
Process," Marx reveals the eoorxmd.c base (region) or capital
ism as a specific cx::.rrbination of five imrutable elenents. '!he 
particular "c:x:XIe" of these elenents which accrues to the capi
talist ITDde of production sets the paraneters for the degrees 
of aui:c:llaey or intervention of the other regions, the "rllythrtl:;" 
of grrMth and aCClm.lJ.ation, and delimits the role played by 
certain substructures su:::h as the state apparatuses. But nnre 
importantly, the isolation of the "elenents" makes possible 
the process of location of the capitalist ITDde of production 
along an entire spectrun of invariant states of this structure, 
i.e. in the set of all possible eoonanic regions. 

Accx>rding to Marx, all production (the determining nn
nent of the eoonanic region) is characterized by two indisso
ciable elemants: '!he labour Process, and the Relations of Pro
duction. 

The labour-process • • • the activity whose 
aim is the production of use-values, the 
appropriation of external substances for 
needs, is the general condition for exchanges 
of matter between man and nature, a physical 
necessity of human life, and is therefore 
independent of all its social forms, or 
rather common to all of them. (Capital, 
Vol 1, p.l83-4.) 

The labour process can be reduced to a c::atbination of three 
simple elenents: 

The elementary factors of the labour-process 
are 1, the personal activity of man, i.e. 
work itself, 2, the subject of that work, 
and 3, its instruments." (Capital, Vol. 1, 
p.l74.) 

These are the three forces of production which exist in all 
nodes of production in sate particular order. If assigned 
nmbers, the exact nunber of theoretically possible labour pro
cesses can be detennined: 

1. Instruments of Labour (tools, machines, plant) 
2. Objects of Labour (raw materials, nnfinished goods) 
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3. Labour Power (hunan capacity to -work neasured in 
tine units) 

'!he forces of production always exist in one of six penmta
tions of three elerrents in an order of dominance/subordination. 
In capitalism the largest aroount of "value" (labour-tine) is 
relegated to the reproduction of the instnments of labour re
lative to the other two forces. Fran Marx we learn in addition 
that labour-pcwer assU'!ES the nost "degraded" role relative to 
the other forces. 'lhus, the order of dominance the forces of 
production assurre in capitalism is "123" (as in socialism) • 
Camlunism, on the other hand, is characterized by a "312" or
der of forces of production, the vastly daninant quantmn of 
value ear marked for the reproduction of labour-pc:Mer at a 
high cultural, educational, and material. level. 

Regardless of the specific order of daninance in the 
labour-process, production never exists outside of -detached 
f:rarr the relations of production. 'lhese relations are not re
ducible to nere relations between hunans, (recognition, pres
tige, struJgle, master-slave relation) but instead are rela
tions between hunan agents and nature: 

The labour-process, turned into the process 
by which the capitalist consumes labour
power, exhibits two characteristic phenomena. 
First, the labourer works under the control 
of the capitalist . . • Secondly, the product 
is the property of the capitalist and not 
that of the labourer; its immediate produc
er." (Capital, Vol. 1, p.l80.) 

In these "two phenarena" we find the two .connexi.ons, i.e. the 
relations of produ::tion, and the specific form they take in 
the capitalist node of production. '!he "appropriation" con
nexico (oontrol of the on going labour-process), and the "pro
perty" oonnexion (possession/CMnership of the output) distri
buted between the labourers and non-labourers, oonstitutes the 
relations of production. Each node of production eJdribits one 
of four I=XJSsible corrbinations of these relations. In capital
ism non-labourers (bourgeoisie) hold auto-centric dominance 
over appropriation and property relations in the labour pro
cess. This dual capacity, or horrology which is chal;'acteristic 
of capitalism is not the general case in pre-capitalist nodes 
of production. '!he feOOal labourers control the conceptions 
and resources of their labour-process, that is they CMn their 
rreans of production, while a fX)rtion of their output accrues 
to the non-labourers. (And thus the requirerrent of ooersion 
for extraction of surplus-value.) Only in socialism and cxxn
rmmism is ~loitation annihilated and an horrology restored 
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under the ex>llecti ve control of the labourers. 

'!he four theoretically possible relations of productim 
(b.o.u oonnexions varied around t1.o.u classes) c:anbined with six 
orders of forces of production results in a set of all the the
oretically ex>nceivable ecxmomic regions (the Range) ~ to 
twenty four (six nultiplied by four). Not only the concept of 
tmse ecxmomic bases as yet historically disex>vered, and tmse 
for which it is possible to foresee the geileral cxmditions for 
their future existence, but also those econan:ic regions which 
will never exist as such, are part of this oarprehensi ve index 
of the possible fonrs. 

Historical Materialism breaks with enpiricisms of all 
types and ex>nfonrs to the structure of all sciences. It con
ceives its object as ITD.llti-level and posits a set of scientific 
concepts which exist in the fonn of a rigorous system (the sys
terratic fonn which nakes them a theo:ry) • 'lhese concepts desig
nate the non-enpirical reality, which certainly exists, but 
cannot be "seen" or "touched"; a reality which "underlies" and 
renders the enpirical level intelligible. Only by reference 
to these concepts, the results of scientific production, can 
eJq:>lanation and prediction occur with the status of knc:wledge. 

Foot:Ix>tes : 

l. I would like to take this ~rtunity to acknc:Mledge the 
trenendous ex>ntribution which Frederich Pobirs Jr. has 
rrade, oot only to this article since many of the concepts 
eJq:>ressed belCM derive directly from his work, but to the 
intellectual developrrent of I!¥Self and many other aspir
ing Marxist sociologists. No · brief ack::ncMledgenent can 
e:xpress our appreciation. 

2. Ufahamu, Vol.VIII, No.1, 1977. 

Mark Glick is a UCLA student and activist.He participates in 
a variety of anti-imperialist programs and was an 
active promoter of MPLA solidarity groups, and has 
recently worked for World Youth Festival's 
local chapter in Los Angeles. 
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Hezbon OWiti,Ploughing the Garden of God.* 
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